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TRIRIGA Momentum Platform

Centralization, coordination and communication of workplace information and operations
at an enterprise level are critical in today's business environment.

How is TRIRIGA different from other

actions, including notifications,

solution providers? Not only does TRIRIGA’s

approvals or business processes;

proven solution automate and streamline

track the changes that naturally

the full array of workplace management

occur in a business object’s lifecycle,

processes, it also adapts to the way you do

for example, track a construction

 Integrate business processes
and data

business.

project through the proposal and

 Integrate technology

Because all of TRIRIGA’s products are built

 Employ cost effective maintenance
of custom solutions

on the TRIRIGA Momentum™ Platform,

 Experience web-based application
delivery

processes and customize your interface

Benefits
 Capture and display all of your critical
business information in the required
format
 Accommodate your unique business
processes

 Integrate supply chain partners

approval process to construction and
completion.

you can extend applications, create new
using the same web-based tools used to
create the TRIRIGA Enterprise Workplace
Management solution.
Momentum™ gives you the flexibility to
enhance the TRIRIGA solution through:


Business Object Configuration
- Quickly add fields and labels to
customize existing business objects
- buildings, move requests, real
estate leases, etc.; easily create
new business objects with inclusive
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Business Process Customization -

definitions that are directly analogous

Model and automate virtually any

to real-life, physical objects, such

process in a graphical, drag-and-drop

as office and building equipment;

environment; allow business analysts

graphically model and view all of the

to determine and define business

relationships that an object has to

objects without programming; employ

other system elements, such as assets

user interfaces created for specific

and employees assigned to spaces,

roles, departments or organizations;

floors or buildings; create actions and

ensure that only appropriate and

events that can trigger subsequent

relevant data is exposed to each user
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based on role, title or geography;

– to ensure a smooth flow of real-

guarantee that all of your applications

time information; utilize industry

(custom or out-the-box) use a

standards and protocols to enable

consistent interface.

the automation of system to system
communication.


System Management - Implement
TRIRIGA’s applications all at once
or using a phased approach over
time; create and deploy customized
features quickly without hard coding;
take advantage of new product
functionality and enhancements
with minimal impact to existing and
customized application behavior.

Centralization, coordination and
communication of workplace information




Comprehensive Reporting - Quickly

and operations at an enterprise level are

filter, search, sort, and view

critical in today's business environment.

requested data; generate dynamic,

TRIRIGA Momentum is a technologically

tailorable reports that are accurate

advanced, fully integrated, web-based

and easy to read; integrate with

enterprise solution that provides your

advanced reporting tools, including

organization with the power and flexibility

Crystal Reports® and Microsoft Excel®.

to achieve these business objectives.

Enterprise Resource Integration

For more information about the TRIRIGA

- Connect with other critical

Momentum Platform, contact us at

business systems – human resources,

1-888-TRIRIGA or visit www.tririga.com.

accounting, customer tracking, etc.

TRIRIGA and TRIRIGA’s symbols, slogans, emblems, logos, designs, name, product names, other indicia of
origin and other proprietary rights notices and markings are registered trademarks, trademarks or service
marks of TRIRIGA INC. Microsoft and Excel are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Other trademarks or service marks are the
properties of their respective owners.
The statements, remarks, explanations and information contained herein (collectively, the “Information”)
are provided for informational purposes only, do not contain contractual obligations, do not constitute
a software, product or services warranty, and are subject to change without notice. All Information is
provided “AS IS” without warranty or representation of any kind, express or implied. TRIRIGA expressly
disclaims any warranties of any kind, whether express or implied, including without limitation the implied
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. TRIRIGA shall not be liable in any way
for possible errors or omissions in the Information. TRIRIGA reserves the right to alter the Information in
any way, at any time and for any reason, without prior notification, and will not be liable in any way for
possible consequences of such changes.
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